MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
Scheldt bought vineyards on the banks of the Seine.1 This wine,
one's own property, was brought by serfs, who conveyed it to
the monastery under the most profitable conditions, since it was
exempted from the tonlieu. Thus every abbey had its own means
and organs of replenishment. It had no need of ©utside assistance.
It constituted a little self-sufficing commonwealth. We need not
regard these abbeys, as did Imbart de la Tour, as privileged mer-
chants, but we must agree with him that "it was by a combination
of corvees that the church organized their transport by road or
river."2 And the goods which they had brought to them in this
way were those which they required as consumers.3
Of course, in time of famine the domainal proprietors who
had any corn or wine to dispose of were implored to sell it, and
they put up the prices. This, however, led to intervention on the
part of the Emperor, who wished to prevent the making of
unjust profits. But we cannot regard this, as Dopsch has done, as
proving the existence of a regular trade in these commodities,
any more than we can find such proof in the prohibition to sell
outside the Empire.4
If we read the correspondence of Lupus of Ferri£res, we see
that he regarded the necessity of buying and selling as deplorable;
and as far as possible people tried to avoid it.
1	van wervbke, Comment ks etablissements religieux beiges sc procuraient-ils
du vm ctu hautMoym Age? revue beige de phil. et d'hist., vol. II, 1923,
p. 643. A clear proof that these domains served to supplement the insuffi-
ciencies of commerce is the fact that they were sold when trade revived.
2	imbart de la tour, Des immunith commentates accorddes aux Jglises du
VIlc au IX€ siede, stupes d'histoirb du moyen age d£du§es a. g. monod,
1896, p. 77.
8 dopsch, op. cit.t vol. 1,2nd ed., pp. 324 et $eq.t endeavours to prove that
they produced commodities for the markets- I cannot see that they did
this anywhere. But it is true that people who found their vintage insufficient
endeavoured to procure vinum peculiare, m.g.h. capit., vol. I, p. 83, Capit.
de Villis, c. 8, in order to supply the villae dominicae. This, I suppose* was
bought during a superabundant vintage; but we cannot deduce from this,
with dopsch, ibid,, p. 324, the existence of a considerable wine trade. Other
^texts which he cites in order Co prove that the domains produced com-
modities for the markets are without relevance. * JftfU, pp. 324 et seq,
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